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LANDSCAPE
SELF SURVEY

6. Number all pages that 7. Here you can add

a title to your sketch
or simply write
anything you think
may be useful to us.

you will be sending.

5. Clearly complete

all contact details
on each sheet used.

rear of the garden
F

F

start, normally the
best place is one of
the inside corners on
an external fence. This
will help to keep the
drawings on the page.
Simply walk around
your garden and
sketch the layout. No
need to measure yet.

G
F

staircase and
show which
direction is up
by placing an
arrow at the
bottom of the
stairs pointing
up.

and photos of your
property to us at
info@premplan.co.uk

1. Find a place to
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4. Indicate the

8. Send your sketches

F
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Note:
Dimensions can
be shown either
with arrows or
written along
each side that it
relates to.

We would like a simple garden which
is child friendly with raised beds
running down the fence. A new patio
where we can dine out in the summer
and a water feature.
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2. Once you have
can now walk the
same route measuring
the room. Use either a
tape or laser measure.
Remember to measure
3020
doors, windows and
House
chimney breast widths
3. Use the symbols to using millimetres
show the position of (mm)
G

F
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Patio

6650

PLEASE CONTACT US
IF YOU NEED HELP!!!
Sketch your garden using the symbols below...
Tree

Hedge

Fence

House

Door/
Gate

Window

Pond

House

P

Grass/
Lawn

Paving

BBQ

Steps

Shed

G

Flower Bed/
Planters
North Point

F

N

Please send either a photo or
scan of your drawings to...
info@premplan.co.uk
Tel:07974 035 035

